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Fitting with Fixed Functional Forms

I Many plots in experimental physics
use functional forms to fit
background curves

I Dijet mass spectrum with
√
s = 8

TeV uses form

f (x) = p1(1− x)p2xp3+p4 ln x

I Sometimes just guessed, not
theoretically well-motivated

Taken from “Search for new phenomena in
the dijet mass distribution using pp collision

data at
√

s = 8 TeV with the ATLAS
detector”
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Gaussian Processes

I Prior to receiving data, functional forms restrict the space of
functions to a particular form

I Prior to receiving data, Gaussian processes allow for all
functions, but with weighted probabilities

I Weighted so that the values of the function at any finite set
of points has multivariate normal distribution

I Like an infinite-dimensional multivariate normal distrubtion

I Just as normal distributions are determined by their
covariance matrix, Gaussian processes are determined by their
covariance function/kernel
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Priors and Posteriors

Taken from “Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning”



My Work

I Optimize kernel to improve fitting capability

I Flexible enough to fit background well (measured by
significance values and χ2)

I Rigid enough to detect signal (measured by fitted parameters
of the signal)

I Improve function form regression code
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